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Abstract
We report on researchin which we increasedthe degree of spec-
tral control in concatenative synthesis by controlling the for-
mant frequenciesof the syntheticspeech, as well as the energies
in four spectral bands. In addition, we eliminated “points” of
concatenationin favor of “regions” of concatenation,by cross-
fading between the end and the beginning of two speech seg-
ments that are part of a concatenation operation. We hypothe-
sized that these approaches would decrease the frequency and
severity of audible discontinuities in the synthetic speech and
thus also increase the perceived quality of the speech. A lis-
tening test determined that stimuli created with the proposed
methods resulted in significantlyincreased quality.

1. Introduction
In the processof generatingaudiblespeech from a textual repre-
sentation, a text-to-speech(TTS) system first converts text into
a linguisticrepresentation,which is then used to generatean ap-
propriate acoustic waveform. This second step is achieved by
using a speech synthesis model that describes the relationship
between linguistic units and acoustic features. These speech
synthesis models vary in their complexity. The first intelligible
synthesizers used an approach called formant synthesis, which
utilizes relatively simple models of the glottal source and vocal
tract. Model parameters can be generated either by rule [1] or
from a database [2]. Most aspects of speech are controllable,
including the degree of articulation and characteristics of the
speaker. The resulting speech is highly intelligible, but is of-
ten judged as not very natural. In an effort to increase natural-
ness without decreasing flexibility, researchers have increased
the complexity of the speech synthesis model to take into ac-
count more physiologicaland physical details about the speech
production process; this approach is called articulatorysynthe-
sis [3]. Unfortunately, it is proving difficult, in practice, to gen-
erate the high-dimensional parameter trajectories necessary to
drive articulatory synthesis models, because the relationships
between linguistic units and parameter trajectories are compli-
cated and cannot be learned easily. Both formant and articula-
tory synthesis are examples of parametric synthesis.

The most successful TTS approach to-date is called con-
catenativesynthesis; in this approach,natural speech utterances
of a single speaker must first be recordedand stored in an acous-
tic inventory. During synthesis, individual portions of speech
are retrieved from the inventory, optionally modified, and then
concatenated in the desired sequence. In the unit-selection
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approach, the relationship between linguistic units from text-
processingand acoustic units of the acoustic inventory is estab-
lished by means of a search, which, given a sequence of target
linguistic units, optimizes (1) the fit between chosen linguistic
units and the target linguistic units, also known as target cost,
and (2) the fit between the chosen consecutive units, usually in
the acoustic domain, known as concatenationcost. Intelligibil-
ity and naturalnessare very high in the concatenative synthesis
approach[4]. However, output speech is limited by the contents
of the acoustic inventory (not just the linguisticcontent,but also
the emotional state of the speaker, degree of articulation, etc.),
and inevitable concatenationerrors can lead to audible discon-
tinuities. To overcome the problems of limited content and dis-
continuities,researcherseither significantlyincrease the size of
the database to include more variability, or introduce additional
modeling to modify and thus control the natural speech signal.
In the latter case, models that include prosodic control of pitch
and duration are common [5]. In addition to prosodic modifica-
tions, researchershave also proposedspectralmodifications,for
example smoothing spectral balance discontinuitiesat concate-
nation points, expressed as energies in four bands [6], smooth-
ing formant discontinuities[7, 8, 9], and controlling the degree
of articulation[10].

It is our long-termgoal to combine parametricand concate-
native synthesis methods to achieve highly flexible and natu-
ral speech, by researchingdata-driven speech models and high-
quality speech modificationalgorithms. In this paper, we report
on experiments involving modification of formant frequencies,
spectral balance, and time-domain waveforms, using speech
units selected by the concatenative approach. We eliminated
“points” of concatenation in favor of “regions” of concatena-
tion, by cross-fading (i. e. fading out one signal while fading
in another) in various domains between the end and the begin-
ning of two speech segments adjoining a concatenation. We
hypothesized that this approach would decrease the frequency
and severity of audible discontinuities in the synthetic speech
and thus increase the perceived quality of the speech.

Section 2 introduces the methods to analyze and construct
formant frequency trajectories,and to implement the necessary
changes to the speech signal. Section 3 describes a perceptual
test designed to validate our hypothesis, and we conclude in
Section 4.

2. Methods
The key goal of our proposed approach is to decrease the neg-
ative effects of unnatural discontinuities between two speech
segments that are part of a concatenationoperation. We aimed
to achieve this decrease by explicitly controlling the first three
formant frequencies and the energies in four spectral bands
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Figure 1: Cross-fading across a region of concatenation,using a
fictitious1-dimensionalexample feature. Without cross-fading,
the final trajectory would be the concatenationof the solid left
half-curve with the solid right half-curve, resulting in a large
discontinuity. With cross-fading, the following demiphone of
the left chunk and the previous demiphone of the right chunk
are combined, resulting in a smooth final trajectoryas indicated
by the continuouscurve.

of the synthetic speech. Although a predictive model of how
these features,given linguistictargets, may evolve over time ex-
ists [11], we initially chose a cross-fading approach of natural
formant frequencies and natural four-band spectral energies in
the acoustic inventory to achieve smooth synthetic trajectories.
We then modified the selected speech segments in accordance
with the cross-faded feature trajectories. Even after control-
ling for formant frequencies and spectral balance, we expected
remaining, unaccounted-fordifferences in the two speech seg-
ments to be joined. Therefore, a final time-domain cross-fade
was employed, which cross-faded the waveforms of the two
modified segments.

2.1. Acoustic Inventory and Feature Analysis

Our acoustic inventory consisted of the CSLU’s TLL diphone
database, used in related previous experiments [12]. Typically,
a diphone database only contains “chunks” (contiguous speech
segments containingone or more speech units) of the type aR!
bL, where aR is the demiphonecorrespondingto the right-hand
side of a phoneme a, and bL is the demiphonecorrespondingto
the left-handside of the following phonemeb. To accommodate
cross-fading in the formant frequency, spectral band, and time
domains, we extended our analysis one demiphone to the left
and one to the right, analyzing and storing chunks of the type
aL ! aR ! bL ! bR, equivalent to two full phonemes for each
possible phoneme combination.

For each of the 1733 two-phoneme chunks in the acoustic
inventory, we automatically extracted formant frequencies, as
well as amplitudes and phases of harmonic sinusoids. We cal-
culatedenergies in four discretespectralbands (0–800 Hz, 800–
2500 Hz, 2500–3500Hz, and 3500-8000Hz) by integrating the
correspondingharmonicamplitudes[13, 6]. Formant frequency
trajectoriesin vowel regions (the focus of the perceptual exper-
iment in Section 3) were manually verified and corrected when
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(a) Removing the frequency response of vocal tract and glottal source
from the original speech signal. Top pane shows the original sinu-
soidal frequencies, the spectral envelope, and the model fit. Bottom
pane shows the resulting residual.
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(b) Creating a new spectrum. Top pane shows the warped residual.
Bottom pane shows the frequency response of the new model, as well
as the recombinationof that model with the warped residual.

Figure 2: Formant frequency modification.

necessary, using a standard labeling tool in conjunction with a
pen input device.

2.2. Feature Trajectory Construction

As mentioned previously, we aim to reduce concatenation er-
rors by constructing smooth feature trajectories in the formant
frequency and spectral balance domains, and then modifying
the natural speech signal accordingly. The construction of the
feature trajectory was implemented by cross-fading the acous-
tic featuresof each speech frame across the entire phoneme that
is involved in the concatenation operation (we ignored atypi-
cal concatenations at phoneme boundaries). Specifically, we
considered the demiphone that followed the previous chunk,
and the demiphone that preceded the following chunk, giv-
ing us a double set of features over the entire phoneme re-
gion (features were stretched or compressed by linear inter-
polation to match durations). The desired smooth feature tra-
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Figure 3: Spectral band modification. Top pane shows the de-
sired amplitude gains for each individual band. To avoid dis-
continuities, a smooth gain curve is calculated. The bottom
pane shows the original and modified sinusoidalharmonics and
spectral envelopes.

jectories s(t) were calculated by applying the equation s(t) =
!(t)·r(t)+(1!!(t))·l(t), where l(t) and r(t) are featurevec-
tors at time t = 1 . . . N of the last demiphone of the left chunk
and the first demiphone of the right chunk, respectively, N de-
notes the total number of datapoints in the cross-fade region,
and ! is the cross-fade function given by !(t) = t/(N + 1).

Figure 1 illustrates the concept using a fictitious trajectory.
We implementedboth formant domain cross-fading on the first
three formant frequencies, and spectral balance cross-fading,
using the energies in four spectral bands.

The approach just described has some parallels with a “fu-
sion unit” strategy researchedpreviously [14]; however, the dif-
ferences are that our proposed approach modifies formant fre-
quencies instead of line spectral frequencies,does not require a
fusion unit, and operates on features directly, instead of on their
derivatives.

2.3. Speech Modificationand Synthesis

Speech was synthesized using a pitch-synchronous,frame-by-
frame, overlap-add, harmonic sinusoidal system. During syn-
thesis, both left and right natural segments from the acoustic in-
ventory are modified in accordancewith the smooth feature tra-
jectories constructed as described in the previous section, first
in the formant frequency (FFXF) and then in the spectral band
domains (SBXF). Finally the two modified speech segments are
cross-faded in the time-domain (TDXF), to smooth any remain-
ing acoustic differences.

2.3.1. Formant Modification

The modification of formants has attracted attention by many
researchers. Most studies focus on the so-called “pole interac-
tion” problem, which refers to the problem of correctly asso-
ciating formants with the roots of linear prediction coefficients
(LPC). Once formants are identified,modificationis carried out
by changingLPC poles’anglesand radii [15, 16], or directmod-
ificationof line spectralpairs [17, 18], usually followed by LPC
synthesis. Researchers also proposed modifications in the mel-
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Figure 4: Time-domain cross-fade. Top pane shows left speech
segment and middle pane shows right speech segment. Lines
with"markers represent cross-fade weights ! and 1 ! !. The
traditional cutpoint is displayed as vertical lines. The bottom
pane shows the cross-faded waveform.

cepstrum domain using the STRAIGHT analysis and synthesis
method [19]. Finally, another modification approach is based
on a joint all-pole and sinusoidal model, wherein residual har-
monics are warped in accordance with changes to the all-pole
model, leading to improved speech quality [14].

In our work, we used a variation on the last approach. The
pole-interactionproblem did not exist in our case since reliable
formant informationwas available. Figure 2 shows an example
of increasing F2 and F3 formant frequencies. In a first step, we
constructedan estimate of the frequency response of the speech
signal by linearly combining the effects of the vocal tract and
the glottal source. The vocal tract was modeled as an all-pole
formantfilter using the original,manuallyverified formantsF1–
F3 information from Section 2.1; in addition, we added higher
formants with constant frequency and bandwidths. The glot-
tal source was modeled using a frequency domain representa-
tion of a standard glottal flow model [18], with global glottal
source parameters that were tuned for the TLL voice. Next, we
subtracted the resulting frequency response from an upsampled
and smoothed envelope of the individual harmonic sinusoids,
as illustrated by Figure 2(a). Then, we frequency warped the
resulting residual in accordance with the desired formant fre-
quency changes, and recombined the modified residual with a
new formant filter that reflects the desired changes to formant
frequenciesand bandwidths. Finally, we sampled the new spec-
tral envelope at harmonic intervals to obtain the new sinusoidal
parameters,as illustratedby Figure 2(b).

2.3.2. Spectral Band Modification

After formant modification, we calculate the 4-band spectral
energies of the modified spectrum, compare the energy values
to the desired cross-faded spectral band trajectories, and com-
pute the required gains. For each frame, sinusoidal amplitudes
are multiplied with the resulting gain function, after appropri-
ate smoothing to avoid energy discontinuitiesat the band edges
(see Figure 3).
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Figure 5: Spectrogramsof the word /b u dZ/ in the five conditions. Dashed lines denote phoneme boundaries.

2.3.3. Time-domainCross-fade

Despite best efforts to explicitly control speech parameters, in
our case formant frequencies and spectral band energies, there
are likely to be aspects of speech that remain unmodeled. Dur-
ing concatenation, a mismatch of those aspects may be heard
as audible discontinuities. To address this problem, we used a
time-domain cross-fade approach to make a smooth transition
from one (already modified by the methods described above)
chunk to the next. This approach required the synthesizer to
produce parallel frames of speech with identical features, but
from two distinct chunks, during regions of concatenation. We
then linearly interpolated between these (pitch-synchronous)
segments in the time domain, according to a cross-fade func-
tion similar to the one in Section 2.2 (see Figure 4). It should
be noted that the TDXF approach implements global energy
smoothing inherently.

3. Perceptual Experiment
3.1. Stimuli and Administration

To test the expected quality improvements over a baseline sys-
tem (BASE), we ran a comparative mean opinion score (CMOS)
listeningtest, using just one of the proposedapproachesin isola-
tion (FFXF, SBXF, and TDXF) or all of them jointly (ALL). Stim-
uli consisted of six vowels (two diphthongs /aI/ and /aU/, and
four tense vowels /i:/, /@/, /u/ and /A/) in a consonant-vowel-
consonant (CVC) context.

For each of the six vowels, we were interested in the in-
teractions between given formant frequency or spectral band
distances,and the approachesdesigned to smooth them. There-

fore, we selectedstimuli based on two distance types at the con-
catenation points, namely the formant distance, DFF , and the
spectral balance distance, DSB . For each possible vowel con-
catenation in a C1 ! V ! C2 context in the acoustic inventory,
we calculated the distances by applying equations

DFF (VL, VR) =

!"3

k=1
(FFk,VL ! FFk,VR)2

and

DSB(VL, VR) =

!"4

k=1
(SBk,VL ! SBk,VR)2

where VL representsthe left half of a vowel in a C1!V context,
VR represents the right half of a vowel in a V ! C2 context,
FFk,VL and FFk,VL represent the kth formant frequencies (in
Bark) at the concatenationpoint of VL and VR, and SBk,VL and
SBk,VR represent the energies in the kth spectralband (in dB) at
the concatenationpoint of VL and VR.

After determining both DFF and DSB distances for all
possible vowel concatenations,we normalized their values, and
selectedconcatenationsat the extremesof these distances,using
the Euclideandistance to the four corners of the square spanned
by the candidatedata. This resultedin four stimulustypes: large
DFF and large DSB , large DFF and small DSB , small DFF

and large DSB , and finally small DFF and small DSB , using
the top and bottom 50% of the data for large and small, respec-
tively. We repeated this process for all six vowels, using two
concatenationsper distance type, resulting in 48 (2 concatena-
tions" 4 types" 6 vowels) different CVC words, some of them
nonsensical.
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Listener FFXF SBXF TDXF ALL

1 +0.04 +0.17 +0.40 +0.50
2 +0.40 +0.63 +0.77 +1.15
3 +0.08 +0.33 +0.67 +0.58
4 +0.10 +0.27 +0.38 +0.65
5 -0.08 +0.06 +0.31 +0.23
6 +0.10 +0.15 +0.58 +0.23
7 0.00 +0.27 +0.38 +0.42
8 +0.19 +0.54 +0.60 +0.67

Mean +0.10 +0.30 +0.51 +0.56
SD 0.13 0.18 0.16 0.28

Table 1: Comparative mean opinion scores for the modified
conditions,as comparedto the BASE condition. Scores are aver-
aged over all vowels with results shown for individual listeners,
as well as the mean and standard deviation for averaged listener
responses.

The selected CVC words were generated by an implemen-
tation of the proposed approaches in Section 2. We synthesized
the selected CVC words under five different conditions: (1) no
modificationswere applied (BASE), (2) only formant frequency
trajectorieswere cross-faded (FFXF), (3) only spectral band en-
ergy trajectorieswere cross-faded (SBXF), (4) only time-domain
cross-fading was applied (TDXF), and (5) all cross-fading oper-
ations were applied (ALL). Note that the BASE condition per-
formed a very short version of TDXF as part of the standard
procedure of overlap-addingsynthesis speech frames.

Each CVC word consistedof four chunks from the acoustic
inventory (pause-C# C-V#V-C# C-pause), requiringthree
concatenation operations. Smoothing operations took place in
all three concatenations, except that FFXF was not used when
consonantswere involved that lacked reliable formant informa-
tion (such as unvoiced fricatives). We set vowel durations to
their median values, as calculated from the acoustic inventory
(130 ms for /i:/, 185 ms for /@/, 125 ms for /u/, 175 ms for /A/,
175 ms for /aI/, and 170 for /aU/). We used a naturally falling
pitch contour with an average of 220 Hz for each CVC word.

Figure 5 shows spectrograms of the word /b u dZ/1 in all
five conditions. The following observations can be made: the
vowel and the final consonant are quite discontinuous in the
BASE condition. The FFXF condition“connects”the formantsof
the vowel smoothly(especiallyF2), but large energy differences
remain. The SBXF condition smooths the energy transition in
the vowel (this can be seen clearly for F3 and F4), but formant
discontinuitiesremain; however, this condition smooths the fi-
nal consonant very successfully. The TDXF condition can be
seen to smooth the vowel transition by fading one speech unit
out as it is fading anotherunit in; however, formantsdo not truly
connect this way, and at the middle of the cross-fade there are
formant “duplicates”(as can be seen by the presence of two F2
tracks towards the middle of the vowel). For the final conso-
nant, TDXF performs an adequate smoothing. Finally, the ALL
condition connects formants, equalizes the energy in the four
spectral bands, and cross-fades any remaining discrepancies.

The final test stimuli contained pairs of identical CVC
words in two different conditions, with a 200 ms separating
pause. We comparedall 4 modified conditionsagainst the BASE
condition,but ignored ordering effects, which resulted in 4 pos-

1An atypical concatenation inside the frication of the /dZ/ unit was
forced for purposes of illustration.
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Figure 6: Comparative mean opinion scores for the four mod-
ified conditions as compared to the BASE condition, separated
into the four stimulus types described in Section 3.1. Scores are
averaged over all vowels and listeners.

sible condition pairs and a total of 192 stimuli (48 CVC words
" 4 condition pairs).

We recruited 8 normal-hearing (self-reported) listeners,
whose native language was American English. Listeners heard
stimuli over circumaural headphones. Upon hearing the two
words, they were asked to compare them based on quality
and processing artifacts, using a scale of -2 (A is much better
than B), -1 (A is slightly better than B), 0 (A and B are about
the same), +1 (B is slightly better than A), and +2 (B is much
better than A). The order of the conditions in a stimulus pair
was randomized.

3.2. Results and Discussion

The CMOS values (preferencescores) were first transformedto
take into account the order of presentation. Table 1 shows the
preferencescores averaged over all words and listeners. We ob-
served that all individual modifications improved quality, with
FFXF yielding the least amount of improvement, followed by
SBXF and then TDXF. The combined ALL condition led to the
highest overall score. Individual t-tests (one-sided)showed sig-
nificant (p $ 0.05) differences between the following condition
pairs: BASE-FFXF (p = 0.04), BASE-SBXF (p = 0.002), BASE-
TDXF (p < 0.001), and BASE-ALL (p < 0.001). However,
TDXF-ALL (p = 0.31) did not show significantdifferences.

Figure 6 illustrates the relationship between quality scores
and conditions, when separated by the four stimulus types de-
fined in Section 3.1. We observed that the ordering of condi-
tions remained mostly invariant across all types. However, we
noted that the SBXF condition resulted in a relatively low score
for stimulus types for which DFF and DSB was small, and that
the ALL conditiondid not improve upon the TDXF conditionfor
two of the four stimulus types.

To further investigate the relationships between distances
and scores of various conditions,we performed a linear regres-
sion with DFF , DSB , and DFF + DSB as independent vari-
ables and scoresQ for various conditionsas dependentvariable.
Table 2 shows correlation coefficients for four relationships of
interest,for all availabledata, and for data for which eitherDFF

or DSB was large or small, respectively. For all data, correla-
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Correlation Coefficient All DFF % DSB % DFF & DSB &
DFF # QFFXF 0.11* 0.18* 0.14 -0.17* 0.06*
DSB # QSBXF 0.52* 0.48* 0.38 -0.55* 0.46*
DFF + DSB # QTDXF 0.50* 0.50* 0.17 -0.54* 0.36*
DFF + DSB # QALL 0.52* 0.45* 0.23 -0.60* 0.34*

Table 2: Correlationsbetweendistancesand scores, for all data and large (%) and small (&) distances. Starredcorrelationsare significant.

tion coefficients were significant at r = 0.5, with the excep-
tion of predicting QFFXF from DFF . The latter relationship
was not significant for any stimulus types. Predicting QSBXF
from DSB resulted in significantlypositive coefficients, except
for when DSB was large. Predicting QTDXF and QALL from
DFF + DSB resulted in significantly positive coefficients for
all data, and for data with large or small DFF ; however, when
using data with large or small DSB , coefficients were smaller,
and not significant.

4. Conclusion
We proposed two approaches that increase the degree of spec-
tral control in concatenative speech synthesizers, by control-
ling formant frequencies and energies in four spectral bands.
We used the proposed methods (FFXF and SBXF) and one addi-
tional time-domain cross-fading technique (TDXF) to smoothly
connect from one unit of the acoustic inventory to the next. A
comparative mean opinion score listening test showed that all
three methods significantlyimproved perceived quality, to vary-
ing degrees. Using all three methods in combination(ALL) was
not significantlydifferent from using TDXF alone. We speculate
that this is so because (1) even though formants are not contin-
uous in frequency, the human auditory system resolves cross-
faded formants with small frequency differences into smoothly
varying formants,and (2) a global energy smoothingtakes place
simultaneously. However, TDXF cannot implement other types
of spectral changes, such as controlling the degree of artic-
ulation or modeling reduction phenomena due to changes in
phoneme duration.

Even though we considered the whole phoneme region for
cross-fading in this work, the approach could also be used for
smaller regions centered around the point of concatenation.

In the future, we plan on exploring additional capabilities.
One example is the applicationof formant parameterspredicted
by an explicit model that considers input parameters such as
phoneme durations and degree of articulation. Another exam-
ple is the transformationof formants by a mapping function for
voice transformation.
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